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ABSTRACT
A Comparison of Elite Tennis Players' Motor Abilities 
with those of Elite Basketball. Soccer and \  olleyball Players
by
Sarit Shale\
Dr Lawrence Golding. Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Exercise Physiology 
L'niversitv o f Ne\ ada. Las \  euas
The difference in certain motor abilities was tested among four different groups o f 
athletes Specifically, this study compared elite tennis players' reaction time (RT). 
mo\ement time (M T) and agility (.AG), to soccer, basketball and volleyball players' MT. RT 
and AG
Thirty-three subjects were tested in the Wingate laboratory and tennis court The 
laboratory tests included 25 trials o f  toot RT and M T recordings for each subject These 
tests were conducted on a highly sensitive metal plate (a force plate that detects sensitive 
movement, eg. a foot lifted o f  the plate) attached to a computerized device that records the 
RT and MT The AG was examined on a tennis court, using a new test. - the star Drill This 
test was repeated twice for each subject
I ) The volleyball players were found to have the fastest RT s. followed by basketball, 
soccer and tennis players, respectively 2) The M T test found the soccer play ers to be the 
quickest followed by basketball, volleyball and tennis players respectiv ely 3) The tennis 
players were found to be the most agile, followed by volleyball, soccer and basketball 
play ers respectively However, the only test that showed these differences to be significant 
was the M T test
111
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CHAPTER
IN TR O D LC TIO N
Quickness consists o f  a variety o f  motor abilities combined together, w hich are 
influenced by physical and cognitive elements Singer ( 1995) emphasized that moving 
quickly on any court such as a basketball, a volleyball or a tennis court enhances 
successful performance Players w ith better overall quickness have a great advantage 
in reacting to d ifficu lt situations, such as returning a ball in tennis w hich comes as an 
unexpected shot at a high level o f  speed
Quickness is an important issue often discussed by coaches, athletes, spectators 
and sports announcers The emphasis, however, in their interpretations is on the 
physical components o f  the movement Quickness is referred to as mov ing the feet or 
hands rapidly to execute a movement effectively Quickness also involv es agilitv and 
the ability to change directions rapidly ( N'ieman. 1986) Former tennis star. .Arthur 
Ashe, once said that "a player needs quick hands, quick feet and a quick brain" The 
best competitors usually have all o f  them (Singer. 1995) While the emphasis is 
usually on the physical aspect o f  quickness, it is also important to discuss the cognitive 
process o f quickness which involves the nervous system and the brain Reaction time 
is an example o f  a cognitive process which influences quickness and thus is examined 
in this study The cognitive processes which take place in the brain and the nervous 
system, are elaborated in the review o f  literature section
1
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This study compared motor abilities o f  tennis players w ith those o f basketball.
\  olleyball and soccer players Three important motor abilities that contribute to 
success in these sports were examined Reaction Time (RT). movement time (M T ) 
and agility (.AG) Few studies have examined foot RT o f athletes The literature 
contains mainly studies dealing w ith hand RTs. for example, the studies by Hascelic. 
Basgoze, Turker. N'arman &  Ozker. ( 1989). Knapp. (I960) The testing o f foot RT as 
set up in this study, simulated a real game situation in tennis, soccer, basketball and 
volleyball .After testing foot RT. the movement time (M T) was recorded after the 
completion o f tw o steps These measurements (a motor task representativ e o f a 
natural movement situation) emphasized the importance o f the first step in sports The 
importance o f  the first step in sports and particularly in tennis, soccer, basketball and 
\  olleyball is discussed later on
Reaction time. M T and AG are important in tennis because, in order to get the 
player in a good position for hitting the most effectiv e shot, it is essential to react 
quickly to the opponent's shot, and then move at a high speed to reach the ball .After 
hitting the ball, which is subsequently returned by the opponent, agility is an essential 
component in reaching the returned ball, demanding quick mov ement and change o f 
direction (Groppel. 1992)
It is hypothesized that tennis requires quicker reactions and movements than 
many other ball games such as basketball, soccer and volleyball This is because the 
ball moves at higher speeds For example, the tennis serv e is hit by elite players at a 
speed o f 200 km/h (Groppel. 1992) These speeds, for example, were witnessed in the 
Isenberg tournament in Ramat Hasharon, Israel in October. 1996 The speed o f 
Malivai Washington's serve reached 207 krafti and was registered on the digital board 
(supplied by the .Association Tennis Professional, which is the body in charge o f the
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players' world ranking. (ATP) ) The opponent, receiving a ball coming at such high 
speed, needs to react very quickly Furthermore, a person at net needs to react v ery 
quickly to return a fast ball, while standing at a close distance from the opponent 
hitting the ball Ground strokes, however, although not played at the same speed as 
the serv e, are played over a large area o f  the court, requiring the player to react and 
move quickly
In v olleyball, the ability to move rapidly is important in order to make quick 
adjustments to retrieve the ball after it is tipped by blockers (Biddle. De Looy. Thomas 
&  Young. 1989) Basketball is also a fast mov ing game that requires a player to be 
skillful and to have precision, control and agility, besides the other phy sical attributes 
vital for athletic excellence (Hoy &  Carter. 1980)
Although these sports are shown to require the athlete to be quick and agile, 
the ball in tennis trav els at higher speeds and requires quicker reactions than the other 
sports The hypothesis o f  this study is that elite tennis play ers will perform better on 
RT. M T and AG tests than elite basketball, v olley ball and soccer players
The RT and M T o f the subjects who participated in this study were tested in a 
laboratory setting, simulating a game play o f  a reaction to a ball and mov ing with two 
running strides The testing device is a unique computerized program to test RT and 
M T  The athlete stood on a long metal plate, facing a computer screen When the 
computer showed a yellow ball, the athlete reacted and moved with two steps as 
quickly as possible, thus recording his RT and M T separately
The agility test was performed on half a tennis court The athlete started in the 
middle o f the court and ran to seven points, picking up a ball from each point and 
bringing it back to the middle The athlete moved and changed directions as quickly as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
possible, w hile being timed The tests o f  RT. M T and AG are described in more detail 
in the method section
Limitations
1 The study presented two major limitations First, the RT and M T  tests were 
tested in a laboratory setting w hich only simulated a game situation The ideal 
measurement would be to record RT and M T in a real game situation However, this 
was not possible Laboratory and field tests enabled all athletes to be tested in the 
same manner
2 The second limitation was the small size o f the population to be tested This 
study dealt with elite athletes and only used 33 top athletes from the four sports to be 
compared In tennis, only I I players were eligible since the Dav is Cup team consists 
o f only 4 players, and only 11 players in Israel had ATP ranking The Israeli national 
volleyball team consists o f  only 12 players and 7 were av ailable for testing 
Furthermore, only 8 professional soccer players and 7 professional basketball players 
were available for testing due to the long traveling distance to the testing laboratory
These tests can be used to show improv ement in RT. MT and AG over 
preseason or season time The laboratory tests o f RT and M T simulated a game 
situation by examining the foot RT in reaction to the appearance o f a ball
The Purpose o f the Study
The purpose o f  this study w as to compare motor abilities o f athletes who 
participate in different sports tennis, soccer, volley ball and basketball The motor
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abilities that were compared were RT. M T and AG These motor abilities were 
studied because o f their importance for success in each o f these sports.
The Hypotheses o f  the Study 
Ho The RT. M T  and AG o f  elite tennis players are better than the RT. MT. 
and AG o f soccer, v olleyball and basketball players
The hypotheses o f  this study w ere that the tennis play ers w ill pertbrm the 
shortest RT. and the quickest M T and AG w hen compared to the soccer, basketball 
and V olley ball players
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This section elaborates on the motor abilities involv ed in RT. M T and AG. 
examining the physical aspects o f these traits ( First, the importance o f  the "first step”  
in sports is discussed, because its success may be attributed to RT. M T and .AG 
(Singer. 1980)) Then athletic expertise is discussed as this study examines 
professional athletes who are considered experts in their sport Then a short 
explanation is presented about the inner processes responsible for motor performance 
The processes that are elaborated include perception, information processing, decision 
making, memory and the movement generator This section is followed by an 
explanation on motor ability in general, together with RT. M T and AG motor abilities 
specifically Then the hypotheses, the purpose and the limitations o f  this study are 
presented
The Conduction o f  the First Step in Sport 
The conduction o f the first step is extremely important in most sports 
.Although the first step has a great influence on the success o f the outcome o f the game 
especially in ball games, until now the literature has not yet presented data regarding it 
(Singer. 1995)
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The present study investigated motor abilities o f tennis, basketball, soccer and 
volleyball players, while emphasizing measurements that include the first step The 
motor abilities that were examined each involv e the first step in a different manner RT 
is an important factor o f  the first step since it dictates how quickly one can react to a 
stimulus and generate a mov ement o f  the limb MT is the next consideration after 
reacting to a stimuli In this study the MT consisted o f two steps The third motor 
ability that was measured was agility .Although this test inv olved a longer distance 
while moving and changing directions, the first step had to be pointed in the right 
direction, resulting in a quick and efficient movement
When analyzing the sports in this study, it is apparent that the first step is 
both similar and essential in those sports For example, the first step in tennis should 
be a short and explosiv e step, directed tow ard the ball to be returned I f  the opponent 
hits a pow erful shot to a distant comer o f the court, the first step is v ital in getting in 
position to return the ball A slow start could result in not getting into position which 
subsequently could result in a bad return o f the ball .After returning the ball, the first 
step is again important for returning to the best position ( usually in the middle o f the 
base line) (Groppel. 1989)
In soccer, movements vary according to the different game situations and 
positions The goalkeeper has to react very quickly to stop a powerful kick A quick 
reaction and a first efficient step (explosive and in the right direction) could be the 
difference betvveen scoring or not scoring a goal (Hargreaves. 1990)
In basketball, the offensive player tries to pass the defensiv e in order to score a 
basket The offensiv e player often fakes the directions o f his moves For the defensive 
player, the first step is crucial in detecting the fake, and being able to defend the basket 
successfullv (Hov &  Carter. 1980)
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Before discussing the motor abilities o f  RT. M T and AG. it is important to 
understand the nature o f the athletes who w ere subjects in this study Professional 
athletes who are considered experts in their sports, were used this study, so athletic 
expertise is discussed in the fo llow ing section
Athletic Expertise
An expert, according to one dictionary definition is " A person hav ing special 
knowledge or skill”  This definition can be applied to athletic skills o f which motor 
ability is important
In a study that inv estigated the process o f talent dev elopment in outstandingly 
accomplished indiv iduals in various fields which included tennis and swimming, a high 
level o f  achievement was reached in no less than twelve years o f practice, while sixteen 
years was the average (Bloom. 1986) In most sports the typical performer began 
learning at a very- early age By adolescence, most experts were spending about 25 
hours a week on practice and learning in their field, and 50 hours o f practice a week 
were routine in years after (Bloom. 1986)
Bloom in his book "Developing talent in young people" believes that much o f 
this time and long hours o f practice is necessary in order to develop top-lev el 
performance in any field Furthermore, w hen individuals reach this high lev el, they 
frequently must practice a great deal to maintain this high level
Abemethy ( 1993 ) reviewed the latest data on expertise in sport He states that 
the physical-motor skills o f  the athlete contribute greatly to the sport the athlete 
participates in. but in order to achieve a high level o f performance, it is also necessary 
to have a high level o f  cognitive processing For example, a tennis player w ith good 
cognitive ability might anticipate the opponent's shot, or detect hisTier weaknesses
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more efficiently Cognitive processes are thought to be as important as speed, agility, 
flexibility and accuracy when performing a task (Abemethy. I9Q3. Abemethy. 
Burgess-Limerick &  Parks. 1994)
A few studies deal with the comparison o f  motor skills between athletes and 
non-athletes (.Allard. Grahm &  Paarsalu. 1980. .Allard &  Starks. 1980) Studies that 
compared experts and nov ices focused on fiv e processes 
I ) information processing 
2 ) memory 
3 ) anticipation
4) reaction, and
5) decision making
O f these processes the only significant differences were found in RT and anticipation 
w hen comparing experts with novice athletes (.Allard. Graham &  Paarsalu. 1980. 
.Allard &  Starkes. 1980)
By comparing studies on elite soccer, basketball, volleyball and tennis players, 
one might get a better v iew on w hich sportsmen are better in certain motor tasks, i e 
RT. M T and AG While the literature show s some characteristics o f physical abilities 
o f  soccer players, it fails to demonstrate any other profiles dealing with elite tennis, 
basketball or volleyball players
Tumilty (1993) studied the physiological characteristics o f elite soccer players 
Their maximal aerobic capacity showed that they have a good, although not an 
outstanding, aerobic capacity o f about 55-60 ml(kg min) In another study by Brewer 
and Davis (1991) differences were found between professional and semi-professional 
soccer teams in their anaerobic power but not in their aerobic capacity
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Soccer players were found to have excellent agility in a study conducted by 
Faina. Gallozzi. Lupo. Colli, and Sassi. (1988) This study examined a group o f 
amateur and professional players In order to emphasize the agile ability o f soccer 
players this study also examined an Italian player who was considered one o f  the best 
soccer players in the world, in the 1991 world cup This player was distinguished from 
other elite players only on the result o f  a counter mov ement jump in which he excelled 
The counter mov ement test involved explosiv e strength in the leg muscle, associated 
with elasticity and coordination The counter-mov ement jump test preceded a v ertical 
jump and required a counter movement on landing During this performance the 
contractile, elastic and coordination components contribute to a well-performed jump 
Many soccer movements require quick changes in different directions involving an 
eccentric-concentric action (shortening and lengthening the muscle as in bending and 
then stretching) This particular player's results suggest that some o f his success may 
have been due to his agility, as manifested in the counter-movement test In this study, 
the professional players had a greater explosive muscular power than the amateurs, a 
parameter that seemed to discriminate betvveen the playing lev els (Faina. Gallozzi. 
Lupo. Colli &  Sassi. 1988)
Rav en et al ( 1976) in developing a physiological profile o f soccer players, 
identified agility as one o f  the most important attributes separating them from other 
athletes Tumilty (1993 ) notes that although it is clear that soccer players are v erv 
agile, there is insufficient information to determine whether this quality differentiates 
between players at different levels
The motor abilities RT. M T and .AG are divided into physiological and 
cognitiv e components The physiological components o f RT. MT. and AG w ill be 
discussed in the following paragraphs, using examples from related studies RT. MT
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and AG are motor abilities, therefore a general explanation o f M otor ability w ill first 
be presented followed by a more detailed explanation o f the inner processes o f  motor 
abilities
M oto r Ab ility  Definition and Concept 
M otor ability refers to physical performance (Singer. 1980) It includes the 
wide range o f motor skills This term is often confused with motor fitness, motor 
capacity and motor educatability
Motor fitness implies the ability to perform a given task in the categories o f 
balance, speed, power and agility Physical fitness refers to flexibility, strength and 
muscular endurance and cardio-respiratory fitness Motor fitness and physical fitness 
tests usually contain such items as sit and run. sit-ups. vertical jumps, pull ups and the 
shuttle run Motor ability tests may include these items as well as measures o f 
coordination
Motor capacity refers to the maximum potential o f a person to succeed in 
motor skill performance It is supposed to be a person's innate ability combined with 
the amount o f practice and learning effects, a motor ability test measures ultimate 
motor potential
Motor educatability refers to the way one learns new athletic skills It is shown 
that excellence in one m otor ability sport or skill provides no assurance o f  success in 
others (Singer. 1980)
It was proposed by Fleishman (1982) that there are elev en measurable motor 
abilities .Among those abilities is RT i e . the ability to respond quickly to a stimulus 
M oto r ability is thought o f  as being either genetically determined through the process
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o f  growth and maturation or developed through practice over the years although not 
easily modifiable (M agill. 1993. Schmidt. 1988. Shea. Shebilske &  Worchel. 1993) 
Research on cognitive abilities that was prevalent in the 1930s led to the idea 
that all motor responding was based on a single, all-round ability (Schmidt. 1988)
This was called general motor ability The general motor ability theorv implied that a 
person with a strong general motor ability would pertbrm well in different and 
unrelated motor tasks and a person w ith a weak general motor ability would not 
perform as well in all and unrelated motor tasks Howev er, this theorv w as proven to 
be wrong during the 1950s and 1960s
Some studies (e g . Bachman 1961. Henrv !9 o i.  hotter I960) showed low 
correlation betvveen performances o f different motor tasks Bachman. (1961 ) used 
320 subjects who practiced two motor tasks that involved balance One task was 
performed with a ladder and the other w ith a stabilometer The ladder test required 
the subjects to climb a free-standing ladder The subjects climbed as far as possible 
before the ladder tipped ov er The test w as scored as the total number o f  bars climbed 
in a 30 second period The subjects had 10 trials and the ability level was measured 
according to the av erage o f the last 2 trials
Bachman's second task involved a stabilometer Subjects stood on an unstable 
balancing board The right foot o f  the subject had to move down as the left foot 
moved up The score was calculated by the number o f up and down movements o f the 
board that occurred in 30 sec The subjects performed 10 trials and the ability was 
also estimated from the av erage o f the last 2 trials The results o f  the tw o tests were 
correlated and found to range between -0  25 to-0 I 5. with most subgroups 
correlations being close to zero This low  correlation between the ladder and 
stabilometer tasks implies that success in one skill does not lead to success in another
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Another study that was conducted by hotter ( 1960). instructed subjects to 
perform striking and kicking movements with the hand and foot respectively The 
time taken to react to a "start”  stimulus and move the ami in a downward movement 
to hit a suspended tennis ball was measured Similarly, the leg movement involved the 
left leg (LL ) kicking a small plate with a movement resembling a place kick in football 
There were 6 possible task correlations (L.A vs R.A. LL vs RL. L A v s LL. R.A vs RL.
L A vs RL and R.A vs L L ) to be computed The Right .Arm-Left .Ami correlation was 
0 58 and Leg-Leg correlation was 0 64 These correlations were considerably higher 
than those found by Bachman ( 1961 ). although the correlations were based on the 
same tasks done w ith limbs on opposite sides o f the body The linear relationship 
between arm (variable A) and leg (variable B) being both on the same side o f  the body 
or on opposite sides (i.e . left ami v s right leg) were low. being 0 24. 0 36 and 0 18 
Even though these activities involved rapid striking activity, they were apparently 
different in terms o f  their underlying abilities, and did not correlate verv highiv with 
each other (Schmidt. 1988)
In the late 1950s Henry (1958) proposed a concept which was in direct 
contradiction to the general motor ability hypothesis, namely, that motor abilities are 
specific to a particular task Essentially, there were three aspects o f this hypothesis 
First, that the number o f  motor abilities is v erv large Second, these abilities are 
independent there are many abilities, o f which some are "good", some are "weak", 
and others are "average" Third, each task that is performed depends upon a large 
number o f  these abilities In this regard, research conducted by Henrv (1961) 
indicated a lack o f relationship betw een RT and M T Testing a group o f 120 subjects. 
Henrv found a correlation ofO 02 between RT and M T (Henrv. 1958) In other 
words, there was a verx- small correlation, close to zero, betvveen RT and M T  which
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again implies that success in one motor ability does not mean success in another 
ability
The principle o f  specificity in the psychology also exists in physiology It is 
accepted that training is specific to particular mov ement and skill It was concluded by 
Edington and Edgerton ( 1976) that specific energy substrates within each muscle 
respond to specific types o f  exercises This can suggest that any task is partly an 
implementation o f combined mov ements dev eloped and learned for specific situational 
requirements The present study simulates a game situation in the laboratory tasks, 
testing RT and M T The speed o f  RT and M T is important for successful performance 
in sports in general and particularly in the sports examined (soccer, tennis, basketball 
and volleyball) These motor abilities w ill be discussed in the next paragraphs
Reaction Time (RT)
Reaction time involves processes o f the central nervous system (CNS) during 
a development o f a response (Drowatzky. |9 8 1 ) First, a sense organ is aroused by 
some stimulus The excitation o f the sense organ is then conv erted into a nerve 
impulse sent to the CNS. and it is then carried to the brain Once the impulse reaches 
the brain it is interpreted through past experiences Another impulse is then sent from 
the brain through the central nervous system to the spinal nerve going to the 
appropriate muscle to produce the response (Drowatzky. 1981 )
In order to understand the process o f  RT. it is necessary to start with its 
simplest form, the reflex The reflex is considered the simplest o f motor mov ements 
and does not usually require work o f  the higher levels o f the CNS The reflex consists 
o f  a reflex arc which is the pathway involved in a simple reaction to a stimulus (Singer. 
1980)
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Reflex contraction o f  skeletal muscles can occur in response to sensorx input, 
and is not dependent on activation o f higher brain centers The reflex is divided into 
two types the somatic and automatic Somatic refers to the outer regions o f the body 
The C \S  gets information from receptors w hich are sense organs The sense organs 
transfer information about the environment into nerv e impulses, which are conducted 
to the CNS by sensory neurons (Powers &  Howley. 1994) The reflex is transferred 
through a pathway which is called the reflex arc The reflex arc contains five parts
1 Receptor specialized sensory nerv e ending
2 Afferent neuron sensory transmitter o f impulse from the receptor to the gray matter 
in the spinal cord
3 Synapse a gap in the anterior horn o f the cord, where an afferent and efferent 
neuron are in proxim ity
4 Efferent neuron motor neuron, passing the impulse from the cord to an effector
5 Effector organ responsible for response (Singer. 1980)
When dealing with reflexes that are more complex, such as reactions to stimuli 
in sports, it is referred to as the RT Reaction time is div ided into pre motor time and 
motor time and w ill be discussed in the following section
During the first part o f  RT the electromyography (E.\1G) shows no mov ement, 
indicating that the command to move the specific organ has not reached the muscle 
In the second part o f  the RT. the muscle is activated but no movement occurs for 40- 
80 msec The interv al from the signal to the first change in E.\1G is termed premotor 
RT and is thought to involv e central processes such as perception and decisions The 
interval from the first change in EMG is termed motor RT and represents processes 
involving the muscle itse lf (Schmidt. 1988)
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The premotor process w ill be examined in the next paragraph, referring to 
information processing, perception, decision making and memory The three major 
mechanisms needed for information processing are (see Figure 1 )
I)  The perceptual mechanism which perceives and identifies information sent 
from the sense organs
Translation mechanism, which decides the choice o f  the action.
Effector mechanism, which coordinates and phases the action Feedback 
from the central effector controls information in the perceptual transmission 
process (Singer. 1980)
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Figure 1
Flypothetical diagram o f  the human sensiomotor system ( Singer. 1980)
Perception
The perceptual mechanism is alerted when the detection process indicates the 
arrival o f specific information .At this point, the information has not yet gained 
meaning within the context o f  the present situation Therefore, the perceptual 
mechanism must recognize the present cues so that the information may be brought 
about meaningfully For example, each sensory feature in a human face may have a 
singular representation in long term memory (e g . nose. eyes, ears) The identification
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o f  the features as a face, requires combining these individual items into one 
recognizable unit This is the difference between detection and recognition Through 
the process o f detection, the organism only acknowledges the existence o f an object 
The process o f recognition requires a more complicated analysis o f  the specific 
features leading to a more sophisticated judgment that the eyes, nose and ears form a 
face In tennis for example, a ball hit by the opponent is recognized by the player 
whether it lands deep (by the baseline) or short in the court, before crossing the net 
One o f the major functions o f the perceptual processes is to filter out 
meaningless information, and establish a priority with regard to incoming information 
that a person will attend It is a combined result o f these activities that stimulates the 
transmission o f information to the short term memory storage, where a decision about 
the course o f action is made (Singer. 1980)
Information Processing 
An example o f  information processing is show n in Figure 2 in a simplified 
form, starting with the sensory processes initiating the encoding process Information 
is then processed further and transmitted in the organism, decoded and translated into 
muscle movements
Information -> Encoding Transmission Decoding Behav ior
Figure 2 Information processing processes (Singer. 1980)
Information processing is a system which may include a certain amount o f  
interference or uncertainty Therefore, it is rare when the response is exactly 
appropriate in a complex m otor behavior Every person has a certain capacity above 
which information cannot be transmitted When too much information is present.
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more errors are expected to occur It has been shown that an individual can increase 
the amount o f  information stored (Singer. 1980)
Decision making
Decisions must be made about the activ ation o f  an appropriate movement in 
order to meet environmental demands and the right patterns o f mov ement It is not 
always the availability o f  certain programs that prescribe the mov ement, rather, it is 
the situational context within which the mov ement that must be performed influences 
program selection by the short term storage (STS), based on information extracted 
from the long term storage (LTS) memory (which is elaborated in the next section) 
(Singer. 1980) .Although the present study involves simple RT. a simple decision 
must be made as when to move In the AG test o f  this study the sequence o f picking 
up the balls is predetermined by the tester, however, the athlete has to make a decision 
o f  how to perform the test, e g . running in small or large steps
Memory (Long and short term storage)
The long-term storage (LTS) transmits preprocessed information to activate 
memory contact with previously stored, similar representations It would appear that 
the access and structure o f  memory must be based on sensory signals i f  recognition is 
to occur (Norman. 1976)
The short term storage (STS) is associated with the selection, storage and the 
execution o f motor programs along with the movement generator and the effector, 
mainly receiving incoming stimuli for only brief storage The sensory store may be 
used to transmit the stimuli immediately to the perceptual mechanism for detection or 
to the LTS for memory contact (Singer. 1980)
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The Effector Mechanism (movement generator)
This mechanism consists o f  the muscles that control the limbs that produce the 
desired response Once the muscle selection process is completed, the effector 
mechanism executes the movement in the right sequence Coordinated movements 
need (a) the selection and stimulation o f  appropriate muscles (spatial control), (b) 
their activation at the right time (temporal control) and (c) gradual muscle inhibition 
(quantitative control) (Singer. 1980) The AG test in this study requires the 
movement generator to coordinate many muscle activations, since changing directions 
and balance are involved in this task which continues about 22 sec
According to the previous concept. Singer ( 1980). hypothesized that M T is 
determined more by central processes controlling movement than by factors o f 
muscular effort involv ed Choice RT is primarily affected by the translation 
mechanism Performance is limited by the phasing and coordinating movement o f  the 
central mechanism However, this study examined simple RT and did not inv olve 
choice RT which was explained by Singer ( 1980) The motor abilities RT. M T  and 
AG are discussed in the next section
RT should be inv estigated for its importance in the outcome o f performance 
Comparing athletes' foot RT in different sports investigates whether a specific sport 
might contribute to the development o f  a better RT Although studies have compared 
RT o f  different sports, the comparison o f  foot RT in athletes that play tennis to those 
that play basketball, soccer and volleyball has not yet been done
The issue o f comparing RT o f athletes that compete in individual sports to 
athletes who compete in team sports is relevant in this study, since tennis is an 
indiv idual spoa as opposed to basketball, soccer and volleyball which are team sports 
Keller (1940) observed that the RT o f people specializing in indiv idual events is slower
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than those participating in team sports However. Keller's finding ( 1940) did not 
correspond with Bahnot and Sidhu's study ( 1980). who reported that weight lifters 
had a faster RT than field hockey and volleyball players, although weight lifting is an 
individual sport and volleyball and hockey are team sports Additionally. Keller 
( 1940) also compared athlete's RT with that o f  non-athletes' RT The RT scores are 
shown in Table 1
These results showed that athletes in team sports such as basketball, baseball 
and football had a quicker RT than athletes taking part in swimming, gymnastics and 
w restling, which are individual spons Non- athletes were shown to have a slower RT 
than basketball, baseball, football players and swimmers, while showing no difference 
when compared to gymnasts and wrestlers The degree o f difference in RT depends on 
the requirements o f the sport and the ability o f  the individual Outstanding athletes 
were found to have shorter RTs in most cases (Drowatzkv. 1981)
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Table I
The comparison o f the reaction time o f athletes in different spons 
and non-athletes (Keller. 1940)
Sport Arm RT (msec) Total bodv T(msec)
Basketball 250 318
Baseball 257 303
Football 267 309
Swimmina 291 339
Track 283 334
Gvmnastic 283 334
Wrest lina 283 334
Non-athletes 28.3 3.34
In addition, studies have shown that RT differs from athlete to athlete (Bhanot 
and Sidhu. 1980. Keller. 1940) and from athlete to non-athlete Few comparative 
studies have been conducted dealing with RT o f  different athletes, and seldom 
included racquet sports For example, a comparison was made between athletes 
participating in different sports by Bhanot and Sidhu ( 1980) They investigated the 
hand and foot RTs o f Indian athletes in hockey, volleyball, weightlifting and 
gymnastics and found that weightliffers had the quickest foot RT (211 3 msec), 
followed by hockey players (276 79 msec) Then volleyball players (281 5 msec), and 
then the gymnasts (293 74 msec) They explain the weight lifters faster RT that 
".Auditory and visual RT being an index o f a better neuromuscular co-ordination helps 
the weightliffers in lifting the capacity weight successfully The lifting o f weight o f  
maximum capacity naturally produces stress on the body and a person with a faster RT
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w ill be able to tide over this stress in a shortest tim e" (Bhanot and Sidhu. p 115.
1980) Furthermore, it was shown by Hascelik. et al ( 1989) that an 8 week physical 
conditioning that consisted o f  weight lifting improv ed the athletes mean RT Bhanot 
and Sidhu maintained that the fast RTs o f hockey players ov er v olleyball players and 
gymnasts w as due to the nature o f  the game In the present study, some additional 
sports that might influence reaction time were investigated The focus is on the need 
to react quickly during the game o f tennis, that would result in developing faster foot 
RT when compared to soccer, basketball and volleyball
hen comparing the RT o f  athletes to non-athlete RT. it was found that 
athletes possess a quicker RT than non-athletes e g . Burpee and Stroll. 1991. Knapp. 
1961. Lois. 1959 For example. Knapp (1961) revealed that badminton and squash 
players had significant shorter RTs. scoring 207 msec, as opposed to the non-athletes 
who scored 235 msec The v ariations among the various athletes' scores were also 
shown to be smaller These facts lead to the question whether the athletes' shorter RT 
and smaller variation in RT were prerequisites to their success in sports, or due to 
their hard physical training The former view seems more likely , because the fact that 
at top class level, the athletes were at peak fitness condition The reason for these 
outcomes are not definite It is possible that athletes improve their RT by their hard 
physical training Since athletes were shown to hav e a quicker RT than non-athletes, 
the present study expands this issue by investigating differences in RT among 
basketball, tennis, soccer and volleyball players One spon might differ from another 
because the different nature o f  their training
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The question whether RT could be improv ed by training has been investigated 
(Gibson. Karpovich and Gollnick. Id o l.  Hascelik. Basgoze. Turker. Narman and 
Ozker. 1989. \1okha. Kaur and Sidhu. 1992) The effect o f training on RT o f  lo  
Indian female varsity hockey players was investigated (Mokha. Kaur and Sidhu. 1992) 
The players ranged in age from 18 to 21 years The team had a hockey practice camp 
tor three weeks Their visual and auditory hand and foot RT w as measured before and 
after the camp It was observed that the hockey training during the 3- week camp 
significantly improved the auditory and the visual hand and foot RT. although the 
improvement differed among the v arious positions
It can be seen in Table 2 that at the beginning o f the training camp, the goal 
keepers were the fastest o f  all other positions in both audio and v isual RT o f hand and 
foot How ever they were slow for audio foot RT The fast RT o f the goalkeepers 
enabled them to defend the goal more efficiently (Bhanot and Sidhu. 1980) It was 
observed from Table 3 that the forwards improv ed by 7 1. 8 5.13 8 and 6 0 msec in 
audio and visual RT o f  hand and foot, respectiv ely The maximum improv ement for 
the audio RT o f foot was by the goalkeeper The backs and the goalkeeper became 
slightly slower by the audio RT o f  the hand (8 0 msec) and visual RT o f the foot (6 7 
msec) However, other studies (.Anderson. 1957. Philips. 1963) showed no significant 
improvement in the total body RT after training .Anderson (1957) conducted a 14- 
week weight training and exercise class, showing no improvement in RT Philips 
(1963) investigated the influence o f fatiguing w arm-up exercise on RT and also found 
no significant difference in RT
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Table 2
Initial and final mean values o f  audio and visual RT s o f  right hand and foot o f Indian 
female field hockey players before and after training (Mokha. Kaur and Sidhu. 1992)
Forwards
(n=7)
Halves
(11=4)
Backs 
(n 4)
Goalkeepers 
(n= 1 )
Hand .Audio 
(msec)
Before (raining 184 I V I 2 180 5 172
.After training 177 2 187(1 2115 18(1 0
\'isuai (msec)
Before training 21 ' ' 2(10 5 212 5 192 (I
After training 204 8 217 5 2115 192 0
Foot; .Audio 
(msee)
Before training 2 ' I X 2.'2 0 226 0 254 7
•After training 218(1 25'  (1 2.'‘) (I 192 (I
\'isual (msec)
Before training 2 '1  8 228 (1 244 0 228 0
After training 225 8 24(1 5 258 5 2.''4 0
Table 3
Improv ement in RT o f Indian female hockey players (Mokha. Kaur and Sidhu. 1992)
Hand ' Audio \'is u a lH a n d  
(msec) (msec)
Feet .Audio 
(msec)
Feet. \'isual 
(msec)
Forwards 7 1 8 5 15 8 6 0
Halves 4 2 '  (1 9 0 -12 5
Backs -5 1 0 1.(1 -15 0 -5 5
Goalkeeper -8 0 0 0 42 7 -6 7
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Hascelik. Basgoze. Turker. Narman and Ozker (1989) showed that achiev ing a 
higher fitness level through an 8-vveek intensive physical training program also 
improved RT Twenty male volleyball players who were on the Ankara regional 
volleyball team for four years, participated in this study The fitness program 
consisted o f tw enty min warm-up. weight training on Universal Gym machines and 
ended with twenty min stretch and relaxation exercises The training method on 
Spartacus used 60% o f  the 1-R.M at each o f the station Three sets o ften  repetitions 
with a 2-min rest between the sets was performed, giving minimal rest between the 
stations The speed o f work was regulated by keeping the pulse rate between 150-170 
beats per minute (BPM ) In addition to \  02  max and total strength increases (TSI). 
pre- and post test results showed a significant improv ement in visual and auditory RT 
(\'R T . ART), as shown in table 4
Table 4
Statistical analysis o f  pre-and post-training values (Hascelik. Basgoze. Turker, 
Narman &  Ozker. 1989)
Mean values o f  the differences 
pre-post training
Standard
deviation
P*- Sig
weight -0 9 1 333 <0 01 *
°o fat -1 15 1 424 <0 01 ♦
V C 0 01 0 055 >0 05
TSI 81 5 42 7 <0 01 *
\'02m ax 3 4 1 759 <0 01 *
VRT -14 55 22 316 <0 01 *
ART -16 25 28 609 <0  o r
<0 05 *
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Another factor that might influence performance on RT tests is age The effect 
o f  age on RT and M T  was studied by Hodgkins ( 1963) Male and female subjects 
ranging from 6-84 years old were tested It was found that speed o f reaction increased 
with age up to approximately age 19 and then decreased with early adulthood, as 
shown in table 5. using data from Hodgkins’ graph o f a comparison o f males with 
females in speed o f  reaction (Hodgkins. 1963)
Table 5 Influence o f  age on the speed o f reaction in males (Hodgkins. 1963)
Numbers Mean Age (vears) RT (msec)
85 6 6 348
105 15 5 205
65 19 5 168
54 26 9 188
26 45 4 210
These findings (Hodgkins. 1963) are similar to the results o f  other studies o f 
RT and .MT in relation to age The early rapid decrease in RT is due to the 
simplification process associated w ith practice The increase in RT during adulthood 
is probably due to decreased physiological functions such as muscular strength and 
neurotransmitters (Drowatzky. 1981 ) These findings are representative o f the results 
o f  studies o f age in relation to RT The early rapid decrease in RT is due to the 
simplification process associated with practice (Hodgkins. 1963)
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Gibson. Karpovich and Gollnick (1961) reported reductions in both RT and 
M T through training Broadly speaking. RT can be improved by approximately 10° o 
after training (Drowatzky. 1981)
When dealing with RT. it is important to be aware o f the theory o f Henry and 
Rogers ( 1960) They predict that simple RT increases with the complexity o f the 
response to be initiated (Memory Drum Theory) Complexity, while not explicitly 
defined by Henry and Rogers, w as described as being the combination o f sev eral 
consecutive movements More complex responses were expected to require greater 
storage space on the "Memory Drum" and consequently more read-out time from 
storage prior to movement (.Anson. 1982) In other words, a complicated movement 
that is required after a stimulus is given, will cause the RT to be longer It seems that 
in the present study, the movement that was required was not considered to be 
complex, because it involved two straight forw ard steps Thus, it would not require a 
large storage space and a long read-out time prior to movement, which could lead to a 
short RT
Movement time (M T )
The second motor ability to be examined in this study is MT Movement time 
is v iewed as the time a particular action takes to be completed after it has been 
initiated (Singer. 1980) Henry (1961) showed that there is no correlation between 
RT and M T Response time is determined by the nature and complexity o f  a stored 
neuromotor program or motor memory that requires time to be selected and read out 
to the motor nerves Mov ement time is determined by a different factor, namely 
strength in action, which is controlled by the effectiveness o f the program to cause the 
appropriate muscles to create or apply force to the limbs and thus cause the
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movement Henry separated the two actions by explaining RT as a nerve action while 
M T  is a nerve and muscle action (Henry. 196! ) Henry (19&I) tested 400 male and 
female subjects that varied in age between 8 and 30 years The study offered strong 
ev idence that the correlation between performance on a RT test as was measured in a 
laboratory setting and performance on a MT test, was close to zero In other words, 
the relationship between the tw o variables was low which means that success in RT 
does not mean success in M T  However, a top lev el tennis player would be expected 
to achieve high performance levels in both RT and M T in general and in this study in 
particular In order to be a professional tennis player, quickness is required by the 
nature o f the competition level (Groppel. 1989)
.Agility ( AG)
The third motor ability to be reviewed is agility .Agility is the ability to rapidly 
change the position o f  the entire body, with accuracy (N ieman. 1986) In a study o f 
nationally ranked jun io r tennis players, agility was one o f  a few motor abilities 
examined by Roetert. Garret. Brown and Camaione (1992). in which they found that 
agility was the only performance variable to predict competitiv eness This study 
examined the relationship o f  tennis skills (strokes) and motor abilities with competitive 
rankings in junior tennis players Eighty-three ranked male tennis players between the 
ages o f 8 and 12 years old were examined in this study The tests used were 
components o f the United States Tennis .Association's (UST.A) Sports Science Fitness 
Testing Protocol The tests that were administrated were
1 Sit and reach test
2 Push-ups (30 sec)
3 A hand-grip strength test
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4 A  maximal vertical jump test
5 Ag ility  tests - Hexagon agility test (the Spider run)
6 Reaction time test o f  the hand to visual stimulus test, and
7 Tennis strokes analysis on a scale o f 1 ' 10
They found that the success in the physical performance tests o f advanced 
young male tennis players did not predict their ability to play tennis at a competitive 
level. They suggested that physical abilities may improve with maturation or specific 
training However, the data from this study indicated that skill related to tennis 
strokes and the motor component o f  agility were better to predict success at this age 
The results o f this study indicated that agility may be the first physical ability to 
influence the competitive level o f  young tennis players, as shown in the tbllowing 
tables
Table 6
.Athletic performance test results (Roetert. Garret. Brown &  Camaione. 1992)
\ariab le Means Standard Deviations
Sit and Reach (cm) 0 58 5 24
Push-L'ps (n) 26 59 8 99
Grip strength dominant arm 
(kg)
21 95 5 77
Grip Strength N'D.A (kg) 18 35 5 08
X’ertical Jump (inches) 14 52 2 38
Hexagon (sec) ( AG) 15 93 2 66
Spider (sec) ( AG) 18 85 1 26
11/2 mile run (sec) 755 17 11148
RT 0 37 0 06
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Table 7
Spearman correlation coefficients o f  sectional rank and physical performance scores 
(Roetert. Garret. Brown &  Camaione. 1992)
See S i i & Push \  ertical Hex Spider 1 5 RT Grip
rank Reach Lps Jump test test mile (sec) strength
(n) (cm) (n) (inches) ( AG) (AG) run (kg)
(SCO (sec) (nun) D.ND
See
rank
1 0 -0  ' -0 1 -0 15 0 21* 0 12 (I 19 0 0 (I2.'() 02
_
*p<0 05 = Sig
These findings strengthen the notion that agility is an important motor ability in 
the game o f  tennis
It appears that professional tennis players must be very agile, by the \erv 
nature o f the game Due to the findings o f the literature about RT. MT and AG. the 
present study compared elite tennis players w ith elite soccer, basketball and volleyball 
players and examined the possibility that participating in one o f  these sports might 
contribute to the development o f  better RT. M T and AG
Summary o f the Literature Re\ iew 
Athletic expertise was discussed because this study dealt with professional 
athletes w ho were considered experts in their field Then, the inner mechanisms o f 
RT. M T and AG were explained discussing the information processing chain This 
chain includes perception, information-processing, decision-making, memory and 
movement generator
M o to r ability was then explained in general followed by an elaboration on RT. 
M T  and AG in particular. It was found (Buchman. 1961. Henry. 1961. Schmidt.
1988. Shea. Shebilske &  VV'orchel. 1993) that being skilled at one motor ability does 
not necessarily lead to being skilled at another motor ability, e g . success in RT does 
not necessarily mean success in M T (Henrv. 1961 )
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD
Participants
Thirty three male athletes in soccer, basketball, volleyball and tennis, between 
the ages o f 16 and 37. volunteered to participate in this study The athletes' mean 
heights and weights are shovvn in table 8 (The mean ages for the different groups was 
22 4 years and (SD= 3 4) for volleyball. 26 4 years (SD =5 7) tor basketball. 30 8 
years (SD = 3 3) for soccer and 18 4 years (SD = 2 2) for the tennis players) .All 
subjects were at a professional level, playing in the Israeli First Division Leagues 
Some o f them are members o f  the Israeli National team Since tennis players' levels 
are not set by div isions, the criteria was being a member o f the Dav is Cup team (4 
players) or having a world ranking (see table 9)
Table 8
Physical characteristics o f  subjects
Sport No .Age(years) Height (cm) Weight (kg)
\'ollevball 7 22 4 -  3 4 189 3 -  6 7 83 -  9 9
Soccer 8 30 8 -  2 2 179 1 -  6 6 76 -  8 2
Basketball 7 26 4 -  5 7 192 7 -  7 6 89 -  119
Tennis 1 1 184 -  2 2 181 4 z 5 71 9 -  4 5
Total = 33
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Table 9
The professional rankings o f  the athletes
Pro Level Basketball Soccer Tennis \d llevball
1 (n) 2nd div league 2nd div league 160 ATP. Davis 
Cup team
Israeli
national
team
1 2nd div ISR 
league
NCAA Isldiv
2nd div league '0 0  ATP rank 1st div 
league
2nd div league 
1990. 1st NC.AA 
scorer
ISR national team Dav IS Cup team ISR national 
team
M VP 1996 
NC.AA
4 1st league 
champions
1st div team 
former National
650 ATP rank 1st div 
Icasue
5 2nd league 1 St div team 700 ATP rank ISR national 
team 
1 St team 
N C A A
(̂ 2nd league 1st div team 20th in world 
junior rank
ISR national 
team
1 1st div league 2nd league 
fonner ISR 
national 
goalkeeper
500 ATP rank ISR national 
team
S t St div team 250 ATP  
Davis Cup
9 48th world junior 
rank
10 .'50 .ATP rank
11 280 .ATP rank
Table 9 presents the level o f  each athlete The top 4 tennis players in Israel 
participate in the Davis Cup. and were tested in this study The rest had points that 
entitled them to be included in the ATP world rankings. Some basketball players were 
formerly playing in the L S collegiate league (NC.A.\). and are playing in the Israeli 
First and Second Divisions Most o f  the volleyball players were members o f the Israeli 
national team and played in the first division in the Israeli league One soccer player is
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included in the Israeli national team and the rest played in the First and Second 
D i\ ision in Israel
Three motor tasks were performed reaction time (RT). movement time (M T ) 
and agility (.AG) The first two tests were performed in laboratory settings and the 
AG was performed in the field (a tennis court)
Laboratory Tasks (M T  and RT)
A unique computer program was designed to measure RT and MT 
simultaneously The task involved the subjects reacting to a visual cue. a yellow ball 
(diameter o f  5 2 cm ) which appeared on a P.X 148 Computer screen (I ) placed 
directly in front o f the subjects, at a distance o f  250 cm When the cue appeared, the 
subject made two steps which were normal running strides (the first step was directed 
to the mark on the mat (2) and the second was directed to an exposed square (3) 
straight ahead on the mat) Figure 3 shows the subject waiting for a signal to react
Procedures
The subjects stood on one end o f a highly sensitive metal plate (222 cm x 80 
cm), which was covered with isolating material and operated by an electrical circuit 
Two windows (4) (each 28cm x 24 cm), placed 15 cm apart could be exposed by- 
removing the isolating material WTiile performing the test, the subject held a small metal 
chip in his hand that was wired to the plate This chip completed the electrical circuit 
The subjects did not wear shoes as this would have interfered with the electrical circuit 
At the far end o f  the plate was the exposed area (3) (72 cm x 59 cm) for recording M T 
Each time a subject was tested, one o f  the windows was exposed On seeing 
the v isual cue. the subject reacted by lifting the foot which was on the exposed
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window and by making two running strides forward Lifting the foot recorded the RT 
and landing on the exposed square (3) recorded the M T
Fiuure 3 The iaboratorv tests o f RT and M T
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The Field Task
A special agility test ("The Star D rill") was developed to test the agility skills 
o f  different athletes Figure 2 presents the "Star D rill”  The Star D rill is performed on 
one half o f a tennis court ( 11.8 m \  8 3 m) Seven tennis balls were placed on each 
corner in the following manner Three balls were placed on each comer o f the singles 
court baseline Two balls were placed in the outer comer o f  the service line, and two 
balls were placed 20 cm from the net on the sidelines A  box was placed directly 
behind the subject's starting point. A Casio cl stopwatch was used to time the athlete
e -
The distances from the starting point were 
1st ball 6 75m ^
2nd ball 5 4m 
3rd ball: 6 75m 
4th ball: 3 8m 
5th ball: 3 8m 
6th ball 7.4m 
7th ball 7 4m
2
3.80 M
3
t
- ’r.' *
fo
' I ‘ : t I :
iiiljiiipHt
L ih n l ilU lii f lü Ü ll! ! ♦ f » * I , 1 • 1 » • r [
Agilily Test; "Star Drill"
Fiuure 4 The auilitv test "Star D rill”
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Procedure
Upon arrival at the M otor Behavior laboratory, subjects filled out a 
questionnaire (see appendix .A) concerning body height, weight, sport type and status 
(i e league, ranking etc ) and basic informativ e information, such as birth date After 
the completion o f the questionnaires, subjects pertbnned the tests It should be pointed 
out that the sequence o f  the field and laboratory tests w ere randomly assigned in order 
to eliminate unforeseen biases such as task order
The Laboratory task 
The subject was given a demonstration o f the test by the test administrator 
A fter understanding the task, the subject chose the (bot most comfortable to initiate 
the steps and the appropriate vvindow was exposed He was then given 5 practice 
trials The subject was instructed to stand at a comfortable ready position, knees 
slightly bent, legs spread 15-20 cm apart, in a parallel stance
The subject stood on one end o f the metal plate When the yellow ball 
appeared on the computer screen, the athlete moved his foot which broke the electrical 
circuit recording the RT As part o f the same stimulus, the subject then completed two 
forward steps o f regular running strides and landed on the exposed far end o f  the 
plate, thus recording his M T  The procedure was performed 25 times and recorded by 
the computer The scores o f  225 msec or lower and 2000 msec and higher indicated 
the subject had a false start or slow reaction and these scores were eliminated The 
mean raw score was calculated from the scores performed Each subject was coded 
in a numerical order adding the first letter o f his sport The subject's name code was 
recorded on the top o f each form
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The Field Task
The AG task was performed at the Wingate Institute tennis court The test 
administrator set the tennis balls in the appropriate position and explained to the 
subject the order in which the balls should be picked up First the balls on the baseline 
were picked up. starting with the left comer Then the two balls on the serv ice line, 
starting w ith the right ball and finally the two balls by the net were picked up. starting 
w ith the ball on the left Each ball w as brought individually to the box in the center o f 
the court The subject w armed up for about 4-5 min. jogging around the court and 
stretching before performing the test
When ready, the athlete was instructed to stand at the starting point, with his 
leading foot in front o f  the starting line and the trailing toot behind the line The feet 
were pointing in the direction o f  the first ball to be picked up The subject had to pick 
up each ball in a predetermined order and place them, one at a time, in the box The 
tester gav e the start signal and timed the subjects in seconds and lOOths o f  a second 
w ith the stopwatch The subject was then given a 5- min rest before performing the 
test once again The first and second trials scores w ere used for a reliability test The 
results showed a high correlation o f  0 86. proving the test to be reliable
Dependent \  ariables
The dependent v ariables that were measured in this study were RT . M T  and AG The 
RTs and MTs were measured in units o f  1/1000 o f a second The AG  test w as 
measured in units o f  seconds and 1/100 o f a second
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Independent \'ariables 
The independent variables were the different sports tested, soccer, volleyball, tennis 
and basketball
Data .Analysis
Analyses o f variance (.A.NOV.As) were conducted on the three dependent variables A 
two-way Anova was conducted separately on the RT s and M T s data A one-way 
Anova was also conducted for the .AG's data .Alpha was set at 0 05 for all statistical 
comparisons
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The mean scores and standard deviations o f RT. M T  and AG tests for each 
sport are given in table 10. followed by the statistical analysis scores, in Tables 11.12 
and 13 (a) The mean scores and (b) the distribution o f scores within the groups (SD) 
are illustrated by graphs in Figures 5-13
Table 10
Means and standard dev iations for each group for RT. M T  and AG
Group RT (msec) 
R. SD
M T (msec) 
\ .  SD
AG (sec)
\  . SD
BASKETBALL 500 23. 154 402 60. 223 77 24 65. 1 59
X'OLLEVB.ALL 495 67. 165 503 31. 429 17 23 89. 1 24
TENNIS 531 11. 234 566 33. 564 06 23 31. 0 78
SOCCER 525 88. 154 323 60. 52 09 24 30. 1 80
Table 11
.Anov a table for Reaction Times
Source o f 
Variation
d f
SS MS F P
Between 3
Groups 8492 7059 2830 9020 0 7102 0 5538
Within Groups n
9 115596 184 3986 0753
Total 3
1 124088 8899
F<0 05. **F<001
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Table 12
Anova table for \Io\em ent Times
40
Source o f  
Variation
d f SS MS F P
Between Groups 3 6320845 412 2106048 471 13 1761 0 0001
W ithin Groups 703 I I2 4 I4 9 I9 2 159907 4241
Total 706 1 18735764 6
Table 13
Anova table for Aviilitv scores
Source o f Variation d f SS MS F P
Between Groups 3 6 7882 2 2627 I 4262 0 2553
W ithin Groups 20 46 0083 1 5865
Total 32 52 7965
o
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Figure 5 Mean RT performances for each sport
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Figure 7 Mean AG  performances for each sport
Reaction time
The A N O \'A  revealed no significant difference between groups.
F(3.29) = 0 7102,_g= 0.5538 According to the mean RT's. volleyball players had the 
quickest RT. followed by basketball, soccer and tennis players Howe\ er. these
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differences were not significant These results oppose the hypothesis which stated that 
the tennis players were expected to hav e the shortest RT
Mov ement time
The A N O \'A  revealed a main effect for groups Ff3.703)= 13 17. P= 0 0001 
(see table 12)
Tukey's follow up test revealed significant differences (alpha= 0 05) (see table 
13). between the sports o f v olleyball and tennis: tennis and soccer, and basketball and 
tennis
Agility
The ANOWA test was not siiinificant F=1 43. P=0 2553
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DISCUSSION
It was hypothesized that due to the fast nature o f the game, tennis plavers 
would have faster RT. MT and AG than the other sports examined However, the 
volleyball players had the quickest RT. followed by basketball, soccer and tennis 
players These differences were not found to be significant (see Table 11 and Figure 
5)
These findings do not support Keller's study ( 1940). that found that team sport 
players had a shorter RT than players o f  indiv idual sports The reason tor this is not 
clear As team sports are all contact sports that mostly attempt to gain possession o f 
the ball, the close interaction between the ball and the players may dev elop a quick 
RT Team sports not only require reaction to the mov ements o f  fellow team mates, 
but also reaction to the opponents' movements Drowatzky (1981) noted that RT in 
general can be improv ed by approximately 10°o. Howev er it is not know n i f  athletes 
w ith quick reactions choose to engage in team sport or w hether the sport itself affects 
improvement
For the M T results, the soccer players were the quickest, follovved by 
basketball, volleyball and tennis players (see Figure 7 and Table 12) The mean scores 
o f  M T showed a significant difference betw een the groups The Tukey follow up test 
rev ealed significant differences between the sports o f  volleyball and soccer, tennis and 
soccer, and basketball and tennis These results contradict the hypothesis o f  this study, 
which expected the tennis players to have the quickest M T
The present study's findings might be attributed to the fact that soccer and 
basketball players use more forward movement than tennis and volleyball players The 
fact that the M T was tested only by two steps may prove the importance o f the first 
step specially in the game o f soccer
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The third test was agility The results show the tennis players to be the most 
agile, followed by v olleyball, soccer and basketball Howev er, these differences were 
shown to be not significant (see Table 1.1 and Figure 9) These results do not support 
the hypothesis that tennis players are the most agile The results did not agree with 
Roetert et al ( 1992) findings that the top ranked jun io r tennis players were v erv agile 
when compared to lower ranked players in the same age group However, their study 
did not compare the tennis players' agility to athletes that participate in other sports
According to Groppell ( 1981 ). agility is one o f  the essential abilities a top 
tennis player is required to have Supporting this notion. Rottert and his colleagues 
(1992). found that a top jun io r tennis team o f the L'STA showed a significant 
superiority over juniors in other sports Other motor ability tests did not show a 
significant difference among the athletes in their study (Rottert. Garrett. Brown and 
Camaine. 1992) These findings cannot be attributed to the different heights and 
weights o f  the players .As shown in table 10, the tennis players are shoner than the 
basketball and volleyball players, but the relationship appears irrelevant since volleyball 
players were not found to be more agile than the soccer players although they were 
taller
The fact that no significant differences were found between the sports in RT 
and AG could be attributed to the fact that elite athletes are required to have quick 
reactions and to be agile in order to be successful
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This study compared motor abilities o f elite tennis players w ith those o f elite 
volleyball, basketball and soccer players Some essential motor abilities for a tennis 
player are reaction time (RT). movement time (\1T ) and agility (AG ) (Groppel.
1981) Thirty four elite athletes in tennis, soccer, basketball and tennis were tested A 
computerized device measured the RTs and MTs (see Figure.!) When a yellow ball 
appeared on the computer screen placed directly in front, the athletes reacted and 
made two normal running strides The computer measured the RT o f  the foot that 
initiated the mov ement and M T was recorded separately w hen completing the two 
steps
The third motor ability to be tested was agility The athletes were tested on a 
half o f  a tennis court while performing a new agility test ie . th e  Star D rill (see Figure 
4) This test was shown to be reliable after testing 15 college students at the 
university o f  Nevada. Las Vegas The subjects were tested on two occasions The 
correlation between the two trials performed on Wingate tennis courts was shown to 
be significantly high. 0 86. thus showing a test reliability
The results showed no significant differences in RT between the sports, with 
the volleyball players scoring the best on RT. followed by basketball players, soccer 
and tennis players (see Table 11 and Figure 5)
45
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The first step in volleyball might be more important than in the other spons 
examined, since volleyball involves only a feu steps during a rally, for example, the 
ball is passed by the player directly to his/her team mate and only one or two 
adjustment steps need to be made in order to hit the ball over the net Furthermore, the 
player that receives an opponent's attacking shot needs to react very quickly, to keep 
the ball in play and win the point This fact might require volleyball players to perform 
the first step quicker, which could explain the result o f  having the shortest R.T 
Flow ev er, no significant differences were found
Drowatzky (1981) noted that RT in general can be improved by approximately 
10° 0 . However it is not known i f  athletes with quick reactions choose to engage in 
team sport or whether the sport itself has different amounts o f improv ement This 
could be interesting for further investigation by longitudinal studies
For the MT results, the soccer players were the quickest, followed by 
basketball, volleyball and tennis players (see Figure 7 and Table 12) The mean scores 
o f  NfT showed a significant difference The Tukey follow up test revealed differences 
between the groups o f  volleyball and soccer, tennis and soccer, and basketball and 
tennis According to the mean scores o f M T. the soccer players were the quickest 
followed by basketball, volleyball and tennis These results contradict the hypothesis 
o f  this study, which expected the tennis players to hav e had the quickest M T
The present study's findings might be attributed to the fact that the soccer and 
basketball players use more forward mov ement than tennis and v olleyball players The 
fact that the M T was tested only by two steps may give the first step importance 
specially in the game o f  soccer When compared with a real mov ement distance 
during playing time, agility comes into account Furthermore, it is possible that the
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nature o f  the test in the laboratory, w hich required two steps, is not a good enough 
determinant for MT
The third test was agility The results show the tennis players to be the most 
agile, followed by volleyball, soccer and basketball Howev er, these differences were 
found to be not significant (see Table 13 and Figure 9) These results do not support 
the hypothesis that tennis players are the most agile These findings cannot be 
attributed to the different heights and w eights o f  the players As show n in table 10. 
the tennis players are shorter than the basketball and volleyball players, but the 
relationship appears irrelevant since no significant difference was found between the 
groups
Conclusions
The question as to whether there is a difference in motor abilities o f athletes 
w ho engage in different sports, remains unclear It is not clear whether quick athletes 
choose to engage in a certain sport, or w hether they develop these traits as a result o f 
practice
Future research recommendations 
Future research should inv estigate the importance o f  the first step in sports, 
and methods o f improving it Even though studies show that RT could be improv ed 
only by 10° o ( Anderson. 1957. Philips. 1963). laboratory foot RT (test o f  the present 
study) practice might lead to a higher improvement
It could be useful to notice i f  players' success is affected by their RT Then it 
might be beneficial to test the player's RT as was done in the present study, and give 
practice sessions while recording improvements
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One o f  the limitations o f  this study was the small number o f  subjects tested 
( \= 3 3 )  However, when dealing with elite athletes, it is not possible to have many 
subjects The Dav is Cup team consists o f  only four players, w hile there are only 
twelve players in Israel with .ATP world ranking Furthermore, the national volleyball 
team consists o f only twelve players Further studies could be done, testing the best 
athletes in the world at their sport, the results could be compared, and further 
conclusions could be drawn about the motor abilities RT. \1T  and .AG which are 
important for success in most sports
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APPENDIX I
SCORE SHEET AND PERSONAL INFORM ATION FORMS
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M l
1. Diversity o f Nev ada. Las \  egas 
Exercise Phvsiologv Lahoratorv
Tennis studv - score sheet
I ) Subject's personal information and agility scores An example
Code
Name Phone No
S p o r t __________________  No o f Vears plaving ___
Professional standing in spon (league, world ranking, etc)
Aue D O  B
H e ig h t  (cm ) Weight  (kg )
.Agility test scores
Score I _______  sec
Score 2 sec
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APPENDIX II 
RT AND \1T RAW D ATA
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LDiversity of Nevada, Las \  egas Exercise Physiology Laboratory
Raw data results of the laboratorv tests of RT and MT
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University of Nevada. Las Vegas Exercise Physiology Laboratory
Raw data results of the laboratorv tests of RT and MT
Tennis (continued)
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Univ ersity of Nev ada. Las \  egas Exercise Physiology Laboratory
Raw data results of the laboratorv tests of RT and MT
Soccer
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5 455 4 2 0 110 195 4-5 1(H) 5 80 1(H ) 5 20 150 465 ll.'O 6 2 0 4(H)
6 425 1 18 0 4 2 0 365 44 5 1(H) 6 2 5 1(H) 4-5 1(H) l o 'o 520 6 - 5 K.t)
4 0 5 5 45 4 25 41.H) 545 lo t) 545 1 5 ) 550 1(H.> - 1 0 145 6 0 5 K.-J
X 5X0 100 160 3i)0 KH) 2 2 5 3(H) 1-45 241',) 42 0 4 1 0 6 1 0 110
' ) 6 1 0 6 0 5 155 145 415 1(H) 4(H) KH) 520 110 655 KH) 6 - 0 111)
I t ) 255 1955 4 - 5 8 8 5 1215 615 4 4 5 3(H) ( 4 5 195 465 KH) 6 2 5 115
11 21 5 4 1 5 1025 41 5 6 1 5 645 1 9 0 1(H) 565 1-5 455 KH ) 6 'X ) 1(H)
12 185 5 2 0 6 5 5 4 4 0 2'X) 1(H) 1 805 195 550 lo t) 4 4 0 125 6 5 0 lo t)
11 340 - 9 5 62 o 45 5 115 3(H) 340 K.H) 55 0 3X0 4X5 340 595 125
14 4 5 0 4 1 0 545 4 1 0 4X 0 525 4- ) ItH ) 4 1 0 0 455 6 65 110 6 5 0 1'H)
15 545 4 2 0 5 ‘X) 4 -0 4 1 0 1X5 505 1(H) 54 0 115 150 KH) 6 lO KH)
16 165 1 40 215 1-5 225 1(H) 4 6 0 K H ' 52 0 1'H) 405 125 - 0 5 1(H)
r 165 1 0 0 - 2 5 45 5 1180 6 5 0  1465 lo o 29 5 1'H) 520 1X0 58 5 1'H)
IS 160 lo o 160 6t)<J 1915 - - ( ) 415 ItH ) 55 0 1'H) 425 115 115
19 525 4 0 5 V )0 6 0 5 -1 )10 96 0 KH) 105 54 0 K)5 4X5 KH) 6 0 5 1(H)
21) 41 5 ItKJ 6 2 5 4 1 0 I 'O lo o 535 lo t) 51 ') KH) l ( ) - ( ) - 6 5 -95 415
21 1 -< 9 2 0 4 1 5 5'X , 225 KH) 485 It.H) 585 195 1-5 505 525 405
22 185 1 50 4 45 165 565 42 0 <10 1(H) 515 1'H) 6 5 5 KH) 6 1 5 350
21 4 4 0 9 1 0 1-5 C-tjt) io 5 o 560 345 ItH ) 180 1(H) 1-5 110 6 1 0 355
24 145 4 -0 61 5 4-5 225 KH) 4 4 5 ItH ) 365 1'H) 125 K.H) 565 3(H)
150 585 525 345 6 0 5 3(H) 420 It.H; 6X5 -(H) 1 -0 KH) 515 1-5
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University of Nevada, Las \  egas Exercise Physiology Laboratory
Raw data results of the laboratorv tests of RT and \1T
\o llevba ll
t  o de ■Subiect O lv S u b je c t OJv S u b je c t O IJv S u b je c t 014% S u b je c t 015% Su.’ i jc c t  016% S u b je c t 01-%
T n a l RT SIT R l s n R l SIT R l SIT R 1 .s n R l s n K l SIT
1 l< :u 1020 6 2 5 4 0 5 62 5 145 -6 5 X.S5 550 -2 0 545 - | o 115
% 560 4 9 5 6 1 0 105 520 lo o 4X 0 615 215 1965 215 1-5 t»i5 11)0
1 545 4X5 - | ) 0 1X0 515 ll.'O 215 56  < 4X0 2105 -40 500 64 5 165
4 145 5 1 0 510 ll.H) 510 6 6 0 515 X05 6 1 0 6 -5 495 160 225 115
5 ; * 5 4X5 510 lo o 415 lo o r o 51 0 6 2 0 8 10 595 140 495 l i t )
6 565 4 6 5 6 - 0 160 215 lo t) 195 115 6 2 5 515 6 lO 415 210 140
6 : 0 505 6 5 0 4 1 0 9 1 0 100 2 40 5X0 560 100 2 4 9 5 9 1 0 <60 40 0
S 4 8 5 16 0 120 440 lo o 4 l o 1o5 6t)0 1160 6 1 5 1 -< 245 lo t)
9 :5 5 4 0 0 215 lo o X'JO lo o 4 50 -61) 42 5 115 5X5 110 225 115
111 545 4 65 5X0 1 -0 245 185 KH) 5X0 «H ) 120 6 15 4 40 225 100
11 5X5 4 6 5 6 0 0 1X0 4 - 0 100 44  < 620 50 0 845 555 l i t ) 6 9 0 155
1 : 5 :0 4 95 110 215 K.H) 215 10<) 215 8 -5 25 0 10<J O'.») 405
n 255 100 6l'> 105 XXO 620 6‘)0 215 815 '8 ' ) 40 0 165
14 660 505 5 1 0 40 5 295 lu o 4 : 0 560 6 5 0 1090 215 I t» ' 55o 195
15 595 4 45 4 0 0 415 X45 1'J40 515 5o<) 455 100 -o t) 515 550 41 0
16 4X5 165 5o5 lo o 49 < 195 44 0 455 5o5 865 615 415 540 140
r 12-0 1145 6 1 5 15 0 510 96 0 100 4 10 545 150 6 0 1 0 1595 5-5 1‘»o
IX 6X0 4 15 5 - 0 30 0 6 4 0 6 05 215 485 215 2055 6t)0 lo o 6 15 1:0
19 w to 4 " 0 5 1 5 lo o 215 140 215 4 4 5 6 1 0 4 1 0 -45 415 2X0 100
: i ) <15 4 -5 6 lO 300 5X0 100 5o<) 4 6 0 6 0 5 1(X) - 1 5 195 510 100
: i 255 195 6 1 5 305 215 515 1-1) 4 6 5 6 5 5 505 215 It.H) 515 5 -0
405 190 610 355 215 140 215 4l)t) K X i lo t) 1 -Ot) -40 2 5 1025
; i 4X5 4 6 0 N X ) lo o 505 6 6 0 455 4-5 545 1025 8 2 0 4LH) 195 105
: 4 255 4 3 0 6 - 5 lo o 215 120 520 445 5 1 0 lo t) 6X0 lo t) lo o
: 5 695 4 65 2 5 0 l o o 4 1 0 545 215 100 215 4 1 0 6 I 0 4 1 0 215 445
Note Time scores under 250 msec and over 2000 msec were disregarded and not 
used in calculations
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University o f \ e \  ada. Las \  egas 
Exercise Physiology Laboratory
Personal information and raw AG data tor each subject
Subject Code Height Weight .Age Years
plasing
AG
scores
AG
scores
D P 1 \ 185 75 24 10 25 99 25 91
Y M 3 \ 183 82 19 5 25 08 23 53
\  M 13 V 188 75 23 7 21 92 22 16
I C 14 V 191 78 18 0 23 07 23 34
A G 15 V 200 104 27 10 24 25 23 79
V B lb  V 182 80 25 15 24 85 24 19
S B 17 \ ' 196 88 2") 7 23 32 23 10
E R 4 T 180 69 n lb 22 97 22 70
H L 7 T 181 65 18 9 24 68 24 19
N 0 8 T 175 66 18 8 23 99 22 86
A S 9 T 185 75 18 9 23 39 21 69
K Z 10 T 172 66 17 9 23 34 23 06
V E 11 T 180 75 19 1 1 22 82 22 95
N \ 12T 184 74 20 12 23 17 23 02
E E 18 T 182 74 19 12 22 73 22 07
A H 20 T 180 78 18 10 25 06 24 00
0  S 21 T 186 74 23 12 23 89 23 48
N B 23 T 190 75 21 12 23 39 23 31
T B 25 S 174 70 26 12 26 85 28 24
R G 26 S 175 70 25 12 27 60* 23 08
E D 28 S 187 86 31 21 22 63 22 54
S 30 S 170 67 32 16 23 45 22 97
N G 31 S 182 77 29 15 23 24 23 16
M M 34 S 189 90 35 25 26 59 25 90
E D 35 S 180 77 36 20 24 09 25 13
M  B 36 S 176 71 33 15 23 45 23 14
E G 5 B 196 100 20 10 27 32 26 13
W D 6 B 200 105 27 17 23 33 24.10*
V B 22 B 200 90 21 9 23 77 24 49
K B 24 B 196 193 29 17 23 67 23 32
VVS 27 B 192 93 37 *> 1 26 57 25 38
A  V 33 B 185 80 27 12 25 30 25 94
A Y 29 B ISO 70 24 14 23 62* 21 70
Scores that were eliminated due to slipping or ball mishandling
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